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About This Game

Tower Ascent is a Virtual Reality climbing game, where the player is challenged to reach the top of each tower as fast as
possible! Compete with other's times, or take your time finding just the right hand hold to reach the top. Race against your own
best time in each level or team up with a friendly archer in the asymmetrical Helper mode! Master all the levels and reach the

top as fast as you can! Many updates to come!
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Title: Tower Ascent
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
KitTheNinja, Ate134, FFTG - Nate, Kanestapler
Publisher:
KitTheNinja
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2400 MB available space

English
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the game has potential but in its current state it needs a big patch because its buggy glitchy badly translated and misses allot of
basic options it needs
also feels abandoned since theres no support ingame. Unresponsive at times, stuck with a small screen, the story is worse than
generic anime trash. The music is probably the only good thing about this. If you're so desperate for fan-service that you need
this game, then sure get it. But don't be surprised if you're going to jail for playing this.. A combat ARPG game where you fight
waves of enemies till you prove your dominance over them all, a decent amount of weaponry and equipment, all visible on your
character in decent graphics and visuals. The gameplay is smooth and solid, the combat is unique, challenging and fun. For a
cheap pricelike this, it can't be any better.
. While the representatives that I met at PAXSouth were nice and the game has a good concept. The controls are clunky and
slow, and on some planets down right rage inducing and nigh unplayable.

This game looks pretty but that's about it.

Skip it, don't waste your money.. Very good puzzle game. The music is kinda relaxing too.. The game looks ok, but the lack of
tracks and the fact that the only easy track is round the rest have complex corners. There are no other easy tracks. Means that
there is zero learning curve. Did not enjoy the game.. This was a hard read. To be honest I was constantly fighting between
wanting things to go a certain way, and raging at the book when they didnt. Its like my choices always went wrong, but the story
carried on anyway. As with all cya games, your mileage may vary depending on the choices you make, and of course you can
always play again and choose differently. Still I always go by my first play throughs with these sort of games, As that when Im
"choosing" the way I would, as opposed to knowing things and choosing to avoid bad things based on that knowledge.
All that being said, the writting is good. I believe I only saw one grammatical error the entire length of it. The world setting and
the plot line are very interesting. The other characters in the game need a bit more fleshing out, the few opportunities I had to
get to know them better didnt really tell me much more than their abbreviated backgrounds followed by a quick choice of how i
felt about that. Also a certain character really really needs to be taken to accounting. I think I was actually more infuriated with
how they were handled than the rest of how the story turns out.
So if your looking for something different and dont mind your choices having some strange \/ unexpected \/ dissapointing
results, this will definetly provide you with several hours of diversion.. Let me tell this straight: writing negative articles is not
my favourite way of spanding pastime. But the game is bad. Which is really regrettable.
What is actually wrong with FH? Actually, half of it...
1. Visual - this side of the FH is not bad. Not good, not bad eather.
2. Sound - see p.1. There's no masterpieces, but still it's good for background.
(and here's where "not bad" part meet it's end)
3. Gameplay - well, some of you may rofl on this one, but i wanna believe that you're all interested in good VN, since you're
viewing "Fading Hearts" steam page and agreed that this ganre have a gameplay... well, sorta... Back to the topic. It's not good:
choises are too simple and predictable and RPG elements... sorry, to sad for continue. But you catch the point. Too poor, too
monotonous. Like the chess, where you have only four pawns on the board. Still playable, but not much fun.
4. Story - that the worst part. It's just boring. That's all. Maybe the best way to describe the game was to say it from the
beginning instead of writing the wall of text. Story is just boring. Lack of characters, lack of originality, lack of playtime.
You're not even get used to heroes of this tale, because tale will end faster than you like 'em. And cliche. Cliches everywhere.
Main pot, heroes behaviour... just everywhere! Game still could be worth your time if the story being good. VN is all about the
story after all. Not this time.
Sincerely, i already made 3 playthroughs. Only because some people really like it and gave a good grades. I thought something
wrong with me an' that is i who miss the point or a bunch of interesting routes. My misteke. Game's just bad. Thank you for
your time.
. I can only confirm what many have already said: This is a clone of the game "unturned".
"Unturned" is not only better but also FREE!
Within the first few minutes (<30) the local server crashed and I had to start anew. I was just going through a village no combat,
nothing.
For a 9$ game that is pathetic!. The developer released this game for a dollar, then retracted the price a day or so later, and
offered refunds. Honestly it's worth a buck. You can hit the candidates, as well as pepe with a rubber chicken and stuff. I'm
game. I found out if you put the coins on the top of the dolls, they can do a little hat dance. This game reminds us of a simpler
time, when we had a choice. Many of us choose incorrectly, and they will have to own their mistake. According to the detailed,
thoughtful analysis developed by a career intelligence professional from MI5, Donald Trump pees on people, and it owes alot of
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money to Russian oligarchs. Fusssssss. The only reason why Tillerson is secretary of state is to remove the sanctions. Puppet. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BEpj-f1GuL8
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This game has such an energy to it but I cannot recommend it. I realized immediately this was a lot of repetition incoming.

The music is awesome, the fast pace and graphics\/aesthetic are great. However, it seems like so much wasted potential wasn't
realized when finally releasing it. No evolution of your ship or powering up, a very naked UI, and enemy fire is very hard to
see.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/UpLChtpbrUI

I don't even know where to begin...

I'm at a loss of where to start to critique this. It's buggy, confusing and generally not fun. It may only be $1.99 but this isn't
something that is in a state where it should be charged for yet.

It doesn't even feel like a lot of effort was put into it. I can overlook some issues if it seems like the dev\/devs cared about the
game. This just feels slapped together and tossed out to make a buck.

VR Gameplay 2\/10 (swing your arm in front of you and hope it activates your attack)
VR Graphics 8\/10 (It was pretty, kinda reminded me of Kojimas Death Stranded trailer)
Audio 6\/10 (Out of place music and repetitive sound effects that sometimes randomly went off for seemingly no reason)

Locomotion 1\/10
Weird pull the trigger then step to the side to hop platform to platform. It was buggy and kept popping me up in the air. If I was
prone to motion sickness I have a feeling this game would have set it off pretty badly.. Very Good Game. Good Music. I bought
it because i had a sale... This game is FREE on internet. This is stolen engine, weapons and models only one thing is "original"
maps and maps are horible thing. DON'T buy this game, find free version.. Nice, Light-hearted puzzle game. Best 50$ dollars
I've spent on software all year!. The game is fun to its core but it has such bad AI for example if I would give them a order to
attack they wouldn't do it instead going for the next unit away from who I chose which is true my units kept doing it multiple
times meanwhile the enemy AI knew exactly what to do and did it. One of the worst parts is that my units didn't fire at all not
blocked, enemy in the open but they didn't fire they just went "I don't feel like doing what i'm told." Whats worse is that even if
you have the better numbers and your unit's morale is high they would still fall back for no reason. and get this even when my
men had lowered my enemies troops down to 60 THEY STILL FELL BACK AND WANT TO KNOW MY UNIT'S TROOPS
IT WAS 200 FING BULL. This game needs to rework the AI completely, add a tutorial (they don't have one for god knows
why) have better game mechanics, and especially they need to rework the units and how they work,shoot, and act! I regret
getting this game at it's state and I hope no one else gets it.. This is a game from my childhood. If you didn't play the original, I
doubt that you will like it. I would play Archon frequently with a friend. Basically, it's fantasy chess with "living" pieces. When
a piece invades an enemy's square, you fight it out. It's simple, but fun.

There is one glaring flaw to the game. There is no remote play option. There is no excuse for not having, what is now, a very
standard feature.. This DLC brings a new level to the default Friday Harbor scenery!
But please be aware of the following: I\\'ve found a narrow patch of land appearing in the water, between Henry Island and
Sidney Island (between coordinates N48\u00b036.26\\'\/W123\u00b011.76\\' - N48\u00b036.21\\'\/W123\u00b015.08\\').
I believe that this issue (along with others) has been corrected in a patch\/update, only available for the non STEAM Orbx
Friday Harbor scenery.
Also note that Orbx doesn\\'t directly support their FSX:SE Steam DLCs, sending all related issues to the Dovetail support,
which can\\'t really be of much help, as they aren\\'t the original developers of the scenery.
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